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ferior quality. The defendants Jameson and Moore were officers of the
Carter-Crume Company, a manufacturer of silver-plated ware. In 1894
Robert W. Rogers, Spyer, Jameson, and Moore organized the R. W. RogerR
Company, and contracted with the Carter-Crume Company to manufacture
for the R. W. Rogers Company silver-plated ware, of a quality inferior to
that .of the William Rogers Manufacturing Company's ware, which ther
caused to be stamped with marks in which the name "Rogers" was the
characteristic and important part, and which might readily be mistaken
for the marks of the William Rogers Manufacturing Company. It was
charged in the bill that the sole purpose of the defendants, in associating
Robert W. Rogers with them, and in giving his name to the corporation,
was tQ mislead the public into supposing that their goods were the goods
of the William Rogers Manufacturing Company.
C. E. Mitchell, for complainant.
C. H. Duell, for defendants.

LACOMBE, Circuit Judge. This case seems closely analogous
to William Rogers Manuf'g Co. v. Rogers & Spurr Manuf'g Co., 11
Fed. 495, and not within the principle of William Rogers Manuf'g
Co. v. Simpson, 54 Conn. 527, 9 Atl. 395. Although the use of a
personal name as a trade-mark will not be protected against its use
in good faith by a defendant who has the same name, the reason of
the rule ceases, and the rule no longer applies, where the defend-
ant, as in the case of a corporation, selects its own name; especially
where it appears that such name is selected with an intention to
mislead. The affidavits leave little doubt in my mind that the in-
eorporators of defendant selected for it the name "R. W. Rogers
Co.," not because the reputation of its stockholder R. W. Rogers
was such that the use of his individual name would increase the
chances of business success on its own merits, but because it would
give a title so similar to the name in the original trade-mark that
purchasers might be induced to buy defendant's goods in the be-
lief that they were complitinant's. Complainant may take a pre-
liminary injunction against the use of the name "R. W. Rogers Co."
as a distinctive mark on silver-plated goods. Should defendant de-
eide to appeal promptly from this order, the court will entertain
a motion to suspend operation of injunction pending appeal, upon
defendant's stipulation to file a sworn statement of sales during such
suspension.

THOMPSON et aI. v. JENNINGS et aL
(Circuit Court, S. D. New York. May 25, 1894.)

1. PATENTS-SAWS-NoVELTY.
Claim 1 of patent No. 328,019, issued to Thompson and others, as as-

signees of Fowler, for a saw, to cut metal, with a tough pliable steel blade,
highly tempered as to its teeth only, to prevent breaking of the blade by
sudden twisting, is valid, having utility and novelty.

2. SAME-CONSTRUCTION OF CLAIM.
Though, in the specifications of patent No. 328,019, for a saw to cut

metal, it is stated that it is possible to fix the temper line at any point
in the width of the blade, but that it is preferable to fix it at the base line
of the teeth, and though claim 1 is for a saw highly tempered as to
the teeth, claim 2, for a saw with a soft back and high-tempered teeth,
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wlII not be construed to cover saws in which the temper runs into the
blade any distance, but only saws where the temper is practically, though
not mathematically, coincident with the base line of the teeth.
Suit by Henry G. Thompson and others against Charles E. Jen-

nings and others for infringement of a patent for saws.
Edward H. Rogers, for complainants.
Philipp, Munson & Phelps, for defendants.

LACOMBE, Circuit Judge. Complainants, at final hearing, upon
pleadings and proof, ask the usual decree for injunction and ac-
counting, in a suit in equity brought under United States letters
patent No. 328,019, issued October 13, 1885, to them, as assignees
of the inventor, Thaddeus Fowler. The specification sets forth that
the "invention relates to certain novel and useful improvements
in saws, but more especially to that class of saws used in cutting
metal and other hard substances, and has for its object to furnish
a saw,which. while hard as to its teeth, so as to insure a durable cut-
ting edge, shall be of such temper as to its body as to prevent its
breakage when subjected to sudden cross strain or twist; and, with
these ends in view, my invention consists in the article of manufac-
ture hereinafter described, and then specifically designated by the
claims."
The drawing annexed, and referred to in the specification, is as

followl5:

1\.nd the construction is thus described:
"A is the blade, having cut on the edge thereof the teeth, B, as in ordinary

saws. The blade is made from tough and pliable steel, upon which the teeth
may be cut and set by any ordinary process. I then proceed to harden the
teeth to a high temper down to their base line, or line of junction with the
body of the saw, taking care that the hard temper is confined to the teeth
alone, and does not extend at all into the body of the saw. This gives, as
a result, a saw whose blade is so tough and pliable as not to be broken
by any bending or twisting to which it maybe subjected, and which at
the same time is provided with teeth of greater hardness than can be prac-
tically given to an entire saw without its breaking when subjected to a
short bend or twist. The advantages gained by my invention are that the
tough back upon which are the very hard teeth enables the latter to be
used until worn away, and without the danger of breakage to which a saw
hardened throughout to an even temper with the cutting teeth is constantly
liable. While I am able so to temper the blade that the temper line may
be at any point in the width of the blade, I preferably fix upon the base line
of the teeth as the best and most advantageous point."
The claims are:
"(i) As a new article of manufacture, a saw as described, made from tough,

pliable steel, and having the teeth thereof hardened to a high temper down
to their base line, or line of juncture with the body of the blade, substantially
as described.
"(2) A saw, as described, of a single piece of metal, with a soft back and

high-tempered hard teeth, as specified."
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The art of fractionally hardening steel tools of various kinds is
-old, a high temper being given to the working edge, while the rest
()f the tool remains untempered, and thus less liable to breakage.
The class of saws to which the patent refers, viz. that used in cut-
ting metal and other hard substances, includes several varieties, all
in use before the patent was applied for. The "circular saw" is, as
its name implies, a disk, with teeth upon the periphery; is mounted
upon an arbor, and held in position by circular washers or clamps
on each face, which cover all the central part of the disk, the teeth
and a circular strip of metal sufficiently wide to permit of cutting to
the required depth alone projecting beyond the clamps. It is worked
by rotation. The ''back saw" is a straight blade, such as is shown
in the drawing, whi,ch is clamped firmly on the back throughout its
entire length, the teeth and a strip of metal wide enough to admit
of cutting to the required depth projecting beyond the clamps. It
is operated as the ordinary hand saw is, by a to and fro motion. The
"hack saw" is a straight blade like the last, but pierced at either end,
and there clamped into the arms of a skeleton framework, which
leaves the blade entirely free, stretched tightly between the clamp-
ing arms. It operatesin the same way as the back saw. The ''band
saw" runs over pulleys like the belt of a sewing machine, and the
teeth are continuously being thrown out 'of alignment as they pass
onto the pulleys, and brought back into line by tension as they leave
the pulleys. Two varieties of hack saws were known to the prior
art. One of these was the Stubbs or English type of saw, which was
tempered uniformly to such a degree that it could, be filed for the
purpose of sharpening its teeth, the necessary consequence of its
comparatively soft condition being that the cutting edge was
quickly dulled. The other was a saw, made by defendant, which
was uniformly hardened to such a degree that it was not practical
to file it. 'When it became dull it was thrown away. As a conse-
quence of the hardening, it was brittle, and easily broken by flex-
ure or shock. Prior to the patent, band saws appear always to have
been made comparatively soft, in order to admit of sideways flex-
ure over the pulleys. The testimony shows, however, that both cir-
cular saws and back saws had been made prior to the patent with
the cutting teeth and adjacent strip hard, and the body soft, with
the distinct purpose of preventing breakages, and thus strengthen-
ing the saw. Whatever break came from twist or shock of these
tools when in use extended only through the har'd-tempered strip"
and did not fracture the entire blade. The patent is not in terms
confined to hack and back saws. The drawing shows the blade of
a back saw without any indication of the holes at either end which
are present in such blades when mounted in the skeleton frame of
a hack saw.
There would seem to be no invention in the mere application,

for the same purpose, to the toothed edge of such saws of the frac-
tional tempering already in use with circular and back saws. But
complainantA insist that theIr invention goes further than this, and
that, in their method of arranging the relative temper of their tool,
they have disclosed a result not theretofore known to the art In the
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earlier saws the fractional tempering secured the tool against a
breakage across its entire width, or rather down to its clamps,-
an accident which would produce unfortunate results to other parts
of the machinery. The inventor's tempering, however, presents, as
he contends, the further result ofa tool in which bending or twist-
ing produced practically no break at all. Complainants' expert, re-
ferring to that part of the specification which speaks of the temper
as confined to the teeth alone, and not extending at all into the
body of the saw, testified:
"It follows trom this that the teeth are virtually isolated from each other

on the edge of the body or back of the saw. The result of the construction de-
scribed is that the soft body or back may be bent transversely. When the
saw is bent. as stated, the isolated or Individual character of the teeth Is em-
phasized; for, while each tooth retains Its form and Integrity, it falls out of
line with Its neighbor to the extent that the back of the saw Is bent. The
bases of the teeth then form a .serles of short straight lines, set along the
curve of the bent saw. The Idea is plainly to withdraw from the body or
back of the sawall rigidity, and to permit each tooth to follow the general
curvature of that part of the body on which the base rests, without being
restrained by any rigid connectlon with its neighbors. The individual teeth
themselves, it may be noted, being very hard, do not bend, but retain their
Integrity of form, notwithstanding that the body or back to which they are
individually united may undergo great changes of form."

Elsewhere he says:
"The Ideal saw of the patent would consist of a tough, soft, pliable body

or back, with a series of hard teeth grafted or applied, so to speak, upon one
of its edges, each tooth being virtually separated from its neighbors by an in-
tlnitesimal joint of soft metal."
Seemingly, this is a desirable result in hack saws, where sideways

twists are not measurably prevented by the back clamps, and
especially desirable in band saws, where constant sideways twists
are inseparable from their operation; and there is no evidence that
in either of these varieties of saw was such an arrangement of
temper used before the date of the patent. To what extent the
inventor understood the novel function of fractional tempering when
located just where he placed it is not quite clear. If he appreciated
all its advantages as thoroughly as complainants' witnesses now
describe them, it is difficult to see why he did not restrict his
specification ()f improvements to hack and band saws, to the blades
of which, as his counsel admits, the advantage of such a degree of
pliability seems to be confined, or why he did not point out the
novel features of his invention in more intelligible language. Still,
an inventor is not to be deprived of his invention because he
builded better than he knew, when he discloses precisely what the
concrete thing is in which he claims to have embodied it And
this he does in unmistakable language. Neither testimony nor ex-
hibit discloses any saw in the prior art, whose high temper was
confined to the teeth; and that to them it must be confined is dis-
tinctly insisted upon in the patent. Not only does the inventor
repeatedly refer to "the teeth" as hard, and the body, blade, or back
as soft, but in describing his process of manufacture he says:
"r then proceed to harden the teeth to a high temper down to their base

Une, or line of juncture with the body of the saw, taking care that the hard
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temper is confined to the teeth alone, and does not extend at all into the body
of the saw." .
The first claim also is for a saw "as described, made from tough,

pliable steel, and having the teeth thereof hardened to a high tern·
per down to their base line or line of juncture with the body of the
blade, substantially as described." Inasmuch as such a saw appears
by the testimony to present features of novelty and utility not found
in the prior saws, which were either tempered uniformly, or else
so tempered that not only the teeth themselves,but adjacent strips
of the blade were hardened, this first claim is sustained.
The complainants further contend that besides saws which, as

they come from the maker's hands, present the novel feature of
jointing a number of brittle sections on a flexible back, they are
entitled to include within the patent saws which also have a strip of
the metal adjacent to the teeth tempered as they are. Complain-
ants' suggestion with regard to these is that when they are bent,
cracks are developed which extend from the roots of one or more
notches between the teeth inward as far as the hardened metal
extends; that, as this bending is continued, cracks are developed
running. inward from all the notches, the practical result being
the teeth themselves are thereby elongated, and, when thus
elongated, operate in the same way as they do in saws where the
tempering stops at the base line of the teeth.
In support of this contention, complainants refer to this para-

graph of the specification:
"While I am able so to temper the blade that the temper line may be at

any point in the width of the blade. I preferably fix upon the base .line of the
teeth as the best and most advantageous point."
And to the second claim:
"(2) A saw, as described, of a single piece of metal, with a soft back and

high-tempered hard teeth, as specified."
The proposition that the temper line may be at any point in the

width of the blade is opposed so diametrically to what the inventor
has most specifically and carefully pointed out as the construction
of his invention that it cannot be taken as broadly as the com·
plainants contend for. Oertainly, the second claim cannot be con-
strued to cover saws in which the temper runs as far into the blade
as it did in those already known to the art. It is easy to understand
that it might be difficult to locate the temper line on every blade so
that it would be mathematically coincident with the bases of the
teeth, and thus the blade be bent or twisted without producing any
break or crack whatever. And blades where the temper line ex-
tended some unappreciable distance into the blade beyond the
bases of some or all of the teeth would, when bent, give forth the
crackling noise which indicates a fracture, and might even disclose
such fracture to the eye. Still, where such variance from the dis-
tinctive fractional tempering of the patent was trivial, the saw would
still be in substance the saw of the patent, not the saw of the prior
art, in which the tempering extended substantially into the blade.
In these earlier saws the high temper extended as far inward from
the base of the teeth, as the teeth themselves projected outward,
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and in some instances the tempered strip was wider yet. The ut-
most effect that can be given to. the second claini, therefore, is to
hold that i.t covers blades where the temper line, although not
mathematically, is yet practically, coincident with the base line.
As thus construed, the defendants' saws infringe neither claim

-of the patent. The depth of their teeth is somewhat less than 1/32
of an inch; and the depth of hrgh temper, measuring from the ex-
treme points of the teeth, is 5/32, or over.
The bill is dismissed, with costs.

PRICE v. THE BELLE OF THE COAST.

(District Court, E. D. LouIsiana. December 21, 1894.)
No. 111,167.

ADMIRALTy-JURISDICTION.
Admiralty has no jurisdIction of a tort where the injury was receIved on

the land, though the wrongful act was done on a shIp.

Libel by John Price against the Belle of the Coast. Opinion on
an exception to the jurisdiction.
W. W. Handlin, for libelant.
Farrar, Jonas & Kruttschnitt, for claimant.

PARLANGE, District Judge. This is an action in rem by which
damages in the sum of $2,500 are claimed. The injury complained
of is stated in the libel as follows:
"LIbelant ... ... ... was ordered by the mate to get under one corner of a

ehain bar, and assIst In carryIng a large and heavy barrel of coal oIl on
shore; and, as lIbelant stepped off the end of the stage, he fell Into a deep
hole, .unseen by hIm, and the end of saId barrel struck him on hIs rIght
shoulder. right arm and hand, and right thigh. wedging him In so that he
could not get out without assistance after said barrel was pulled out. Libel-
ant's shoulder and hand were wounded, and his thigh and spIne were jammed
and crushed," etc.

In the case of 'l.'he Plymouth, 3 Wall. 33, the supreme court of the
United States said:
"The orIgIn of the wrong was on the water, but the substance and consum-

mation of the injury on land. It is admItted by all the authoritiel' that the
jurisdiction of the admIralty over marine torts depends on 10caIlty,-the high
seas or other navigable waters within admiralty cognizance. ... ... ... The
eause of the damage, in technical language, whatever else attended It, must
have been there complete." AgaIn: "The sImple fact that it originated
there [on navigable waters], but the whole damage done upon land, the cause
-of action not being complete on navIgable waters, affords no ground for the
exercise of the admiralty jurisdiction. The negligence of itself furnishes no
eaUSe of action."

See, also, the case of The H. S. Pickands, 42 Fed. 239, in which the
court said:
"It has never been doubted since the case of The Plymouth, 3 Wall. 20.

that, to enable us to take cognizance of a maritime tort, the injury must
have been consummated, and the damage received, upon the water. The mere
fact that the wrongful act was done upon a ship is insutficient. Subsequent


